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In Brief —
As SOTWJ #62 did not make the last mailing, we hope FAPA'ns will read the "On 

Dreams and Dreaming" material on pp, 9 & 10 and respond thereto. And we hope 
some of our other readers will go back and read this material and comment on 
same. We need much more feedback than three letters in order to be able to de
velop any kind of statistical picture at all....

Index to Vol. Ill of TWJ squeezed out of thish, as was section on scientific 
oddment highlights of 1972. Maybe nextish.... And regular readers: the info on 
January old-time radio bonanzas and Cinema Club 9 schedule will apoear in #77, out 
1st or 2nd of Jan.

And, remember, please—we are trying to start a section on mysteries for future 
SOTWJ's (and maybe revive the one we used to have in TWJ), for which we need con
tributions. And we need news, book/TV/radio/movie/orozine/fanzine/play/etc. re
views (or just short comments/notices)', and the like for SOTWJ, which is a most 
hungry beast and greedily devours everything which comes in (except that small 
part which is held for TWJ) as fast as we get it. Be kind to dumb animals, and 
help keep SOTWJ from starving....

Also, remember to send in your questionnaires if you haven't already done so— 
and to send us any old/extra/new/unwanted/etc. fanzines for the Fanzine Clearing 
House (and help introduce some potential new fans to fandom).

SOTWJ is at least bi-weekly. Subs are 200 ea., 12/§2, with deposits for automatic 
extension of sub accepted in increments of $2, up to max. of &10. All subs to 
SOTWJ include any issue(s) of TWJ published during sub (counting as 2 or more 
issues of SOTWJ, depending on length). See pg. 2 for more details. ## For info 
on ads, Overseas Agents, air-mail rates, and Address Code meaning, see #73 or 
#77. iiv TWJ #80 due out late January, if all goes well.

— DIM
TWJ/SOTWJ
% D. Miller
12315 Judson Road
Wheaton, Maryland
U.S.A. 20906

TO:

FIRST CLASS MAIL FIRST CLASS MAIL
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FLUX DE MOTS

Well., a great deal has hapoened since we wrote our editorial for SOTWJ #62 
(FAPA issue #2). We typed the stencils for’#62 within two days of receipt of 
Mailing #1L;O; and then the mimeo broke down while #61 was being run off. It 
took about two months for the mimeo to be fixed sufficiently for us to use it 
(there’s still lots wrong with it, which makes publishing a real effort—not 
to mention the problems with our eyes....so we still need publishing help des
perately), so, of course, wemissed the.mailing. FAPA'ns, therefore, will re
ceive two SOIWJ’s in Mailing #lh2 (if the mimeo doesn't’go down again....)

At any rate, the breakdown spurred us to. some, decisions, and has caused us 
to seriously consider-some drastic changes in our publishing setup. Decisions 
already made include cessation, of publication of our last remaining Diplomacy- 
'zine, DIPLOPHOBIA, with issue #10£. (remaining games therein to be completed via 
carbon copy, with one or two- oossibly in THE GAHESLETT3R). Our two small ’ zines, 
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL and THE GAMESLETTER, are currently on a bi-weekly schedule, 
and their "parents" (THE WSFA JOURNAL and THE GAMESMA.N) are having great difficulty 
in getting out. (We may have to combine SOTWJ and IWJ into one monthly ’zine, and 
the same for TGL and TG—but we hope to avoid this if at all possible. However, if 
we are to avoid such a drastic step—or even having to stop publishing altogether ... 
if (when would be a more appropriate word here) our machine finally stops for good— 
we" must get some publishing help. Our reeds are: a back-up publisher for TGL 
and/or SOTWJ (with Gestetner-stencil capability; i.eo, must be able to run off 
9-hole, legal-length Gestetner stencils, which is what the material will be typed 
on should a publishing emergency arise); and a permanent publisher (plus a back
up) for TWJ and/or TG (one publisher with offset capabilities, another with Ges
tetner capabilities—or both with Gestetner capability).)

We have mailed out questionnaires to all TGL and SOTWJ recioients (with issues 
U7 and 72, resp.), to help us in guiding the magazines through future crises and 
to help us in deciding what material to include in future issues. Feedback is 
still coming in, so results are not yet avail. However, we have decided on a new 
subscription policy: no separate subs will be avail.,’to TWJ or TG; all subs will 
be to SOTWJ and TGL only, with subbers to SOTWJ getting any issue(s) of IWJ which 
might happen to come out during their subs (ea. ish of IWJ counting as 2 or more 
issues on SOIWJ sub, depending on length), and subbers to TGL getting any issue(s) 
of TG which might happen to come out during their subs (ea. ish of TG counting as 
2 or more issues on TGL sub, depending on length). Subs to SOTWJ and TGL are set 
at 12/$2, with deposits toward future subs accepted in $2 increments uo to a max. 
of $10 (subs, when extended, will be extended at then-prevailing rates, to allow 
for increases (decreases?) in postage and mimeo supply costs; amount will stay at 
$2, but number of issues could go up or down). Third-class rates will also be $2/12 
(but third-class subbers will get two issues at a time, mailed flat, in envelopes*-? 
for those who are collectors rather than readers). (New sub policies have sane 
disadvantages—but these would seem to be far outweighed by the advantages (in ■ 
book-keeping time alone the savings to us are tremendous—which means more time 
to devote to the 'zines themselves....).) We urge our readers to voice any comments/ 
opinions/suggestions/complaints they may have about the new policy.

Quickie Mailing Comment to Jack Speer (cont. from page 8) — If time ever permits, 
we hope to revive SENA (our Amerind ’zine) for FAPA. ## Diplomacy is only one of 
many games covered in our two gaming 'zines, TGL and TG. TGL is a newszine, with 
reviews/content listings of all gaming-related 'zines we receive, plus news, a Chess 
section, and other material (book reviews, etc.). TG, our genzine, covers a wide- 
ranging area (#6, e.g., included material on Risk, 3-M games, Game Theory, Bridge, 
Fairy Chess; Normandy, Hasami-Shogi, The Jungle Game, Topology, and other subjects). 
?r# The titles were all chosen IAW the kinds of games/type of 'zine involved; since 
they were intended for a different fandom (games fandom), duplication of SF fanzine 
titles did not seem important, ## Thanks for Civil War; will review it in TGL. 
## Sid Sackson is a friend and consultant; he writes occasional material for TG.
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EN PASSANT: Lettercolumn

I. Reader Feedback to "On Dreams and Dreaming11 in SOTWJ #62 . (since #62 didn’t 
make last FAPA Mailing because of mimeo breakdown., FAPA’ns have not yet had time 
to resoond; but we were somewhat surorised at zero feedback from WSFA members) —

Tony Waters, 3223 Nash Ave., Cincinnati, OH h£226 (11 Nov 72)
Little did I realize when I ooened up the most recent issue of SOTWJ that I 

would be responding to a questionnaire on dreams and dreaming. On the face of it 
that’s not an easy thing to do; even the most run-of-the-mill dream is, of neces
sity, extremely personal. (Would people in an ESP-based society have communal 
dreams? If so, is it reasonable to suppose that clear-cut, individual personal
ities .would develop, as has happened in human societies?) In fact, a human re
vealing his dreams could be something like a magician revealing his tricks— 
although I don’t think that it could be said that dreams provide a complete key 
to the person involved since a kind of common onaric background might be postu
lated.

And while I can easily imagine someone being reluctant to relate his dreams 
I find it hard to think of someone being bored by others' dreams. (Which brings 
up the interesting question: Has anyone ever been bored by a dream of his own? 
Perhaps impatient for it to "be over with"?)

But let me answer your specific questions.

(1) Rarely do I have more than two remembered dreams in one month, usually 
less. However, those that I do remember seem to be very involved and, if I may 
say it myself, very interesting.

(2) About one-half of my dreams seem to be in color. There seems to be re
lationships between complexity, color, and ease of remembrance.

(3) Most of my remembered dreams have a definite plot (if by "plot" you mean
just that the action is directed at some sort of "end"). I might add that none 
of my own dreams has been long enough to include character development. The 
dreams that I have are always divided into definite episodes of (in experienced 
rather than clock time—and this is a general guess) fifteen or so minutes. The 
longest dream that I definitely remember ran 10 to 12 episodes. (See the appen
dix.) . :

(h) Many of my dreams involve persons I know (for statistical reasons say half). 
Also, I have had .quite a few dreams based on my place of employment, (the Univ, of 
Cincinnati Library); this has happened to at least one other employee. ...I might 
add that I have never had a dream involving either of my parents.

(5) If I remember a dream at all well I can picture the people involved, 
strangers or not.

(6) I have had several "flying" dreams, most pleasant but some not. I would 
divide these dreams into flying and floating types. I have had more of the 
former, but I have never "flown" without great effort on my part. Usually I go 
only as high as the roof of a house. Floating is, of course, effortless, al
though for some reason it is more often tied to unpleasant events.

(7) I have never had a dream consisting of patterns of lights. However—
whenever I close my eyes and press a finger to each eye I "see" a green and
white pattern of revolving squares. (This is an absolute fact; I just tested
it.)

(8) I don’t remember falling back to sleep to continue the same dream in any
specific case—but I do feel that it has hapoened several times.

19) I distinctly remember having the thought, "Gee, isn't this dream fun?" 
Although I have never awakened myself from a dream (though there have definitely 
been times when I disliked a dream and tried; see appendix) I have sometimes in
fluenced the course of dreams "consciously".

(10) As far as I know, I have never had a dream within a dream.
(11) Sometimes, but not often, I can program a dream before falling asleep. 

Hdwever these dreams, if I remember correctly here, are always short.
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(12) See the remark above on dreams centered on my place of work. More than 
once a day of hard work has been followed by dreams of the same (this does not 
result in a restful night). As far as I can remember, days of.mental exertion 
are followed by dreamless nights.

(13) On recurring dreams and dreams with falls see appendix.
(lh) I will adjourn for a few minutes to see if I have a favorite dream.... 

Sorry, I don't think I have one.
(15) I think three is my upper limit for dreams in one night.

Appendix:
A number of my dreams have been so interesting that I have been compelled 

to write them down. Needless to say, no written record is very much like the 
original. Unfortunately, I have misplaced the notebook containing the dreams. 
I do have a couple recorded in another place; one of these is recorded here in 
its original, brief form:

(from I4-6-72) There were about six of us in the basement of a large
• house. Before us was the door to a small tunnel that led outside; we would 

go out through it in twos. The trick was to get into the tunnel when a 
train wasn't coming. N and I went first on a small bicycle-like contrap
tion; the ride was not bumpy.

Soon we reached the end of the tunnel—a door. Still no sight of any 
trains although we had heard them before. I opened the door. We were out
side the house in the front yard, which had groups of bushes scattered 
about it. There vias no sign of the ooening of the tunnel.

N was standing on the ground nearby. I wTas hanging on to the top of 
a structure about 30 feet tall. Most of the structure was a cheap, unde
corated concrete arch. On top of the arch was a sort of steel framewbrk 
about ten feet high. I would have to climb down the steel part and then 
down the arch. The steel didn't seem to be planted firmly into the cement, 
nor did the arch seem to be planted firmly in the ground. N was climbing 
up; the others were too.

. I.told them not to—that they might overturn the arch. They came up 
to the beginning of the steel part--somehow they were at the Very top. I 
began to climb "down”. It felt like I was trying to climb up, as if my 
feet were.pointing up already. The others didn’t seem to be having so 

.much trouble. We were all careful not to let the ^100 in our shirt pockets 
fall down....

I have had two recurring dreams; both were plotless and unpleasant. The 
first took place about 10 years ago and appeared twice in the space of about a 
month. It consisted of an audible part, where some one was yelling at me—the 
voice growing louder and louder—and a pulsating visual part that is very hard 
to describe. Try.to imagine a crunched-up ball of paper where each crease has 
been inked over with thick black, strokes. This is something like the original.

The second recurring dream appeared about four years ago and, again, occurred 
twice in about a month. I was floating, face up, about a foot above the bed— 
c^npletely unable to move. The experienced duration of the dream was very long# 
I don’t remember how it came out the first time; but I remember the second very 
wall. After having tried to call out or just to move a finger (and failing in 
this was very scary indeed),’ I "fell” the foot to the bed and awoke with a jolt‘a 
I am not absolutely convinced that I wasn’t floating above the bed or that the 
fall wasn’t the thing that woke me up.

(16) This should have appeared above. ((And we should have put it there. -•»edt)) 
Tt remember a dream I must awaken quickly. To remember details at all well I must 
write them down immediately after getting up. Usually I don’t have time to do/ 
this so many dreams are lost, including the very interesting one I had last night,

I am looking forward to see what others have to say on the subject.
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C.W. Brooks, Jr., 713 Paul St., Newport News, VA 23605 (16 Nov ‘72)
. . . As to the dreams, I do dream in color, at least some of the time. I 

can't remember ever dreaming of flying, but .1 did dream once at least, when I 
was a child, that I could descent the stairs like Alice, with just my fingertips 
on the banisters for supoort, a sort of weightless glide—it vias so vivid that 
I went out the next day and tried it.... Oh yes, I did have a sort of dream of 
flying not too long ago. I was in a large hotel, as if at a Worldcon, or large 
regional, and went down the hall leaning forward at about a h5° angle, my feet 
not touching the floor. I didn’t have to flap my arms dr anything--it seemed 
to be a matter of mental effort, When I came to the stairs I would go down 
somewhat faster. There was an engineer in the office until recently who was in
terested in dreams and thought they had great significance. He never would tell 
me what was meant by my recurring dream of a large empty house, more like a man
sion or palace, that I am either trying to get into, or wandering through—ap
parently it is something embarrassing. Personally I think it is merely wish
fulfillment—I want some place to put all these books and the ones I am sure to 
buy in the future] I just ordered some wood to build a third 7 by 10-foot book
case. The other two are actually a bit longer, about 11 and 11J- feet long. The 
cost of the material has gone up too—about 60$.

I haven’t had any real nightmares that I can recall, tho some dreams have 
the same quality of frustration as real life and my dentist tells me that I grind 
my teeth in my sleep. . . .

Ken Faig, Jr., U21 Kungs Way, Joliet, IL 60^35 (16 Nov ’72)
. . . The material relating to dreams . . . was interesting. Most of the 

dreams which I can recall weld together random acquaintances and surroundings 
from the oast to confront me with some kind of problem or anxious situation. 
And I can never remember how it all works out! I couldn't swear that my dreams 
are strictly black-and-white, but I never find myself experiencing glowing colors, 
that I can remember.

I was interested in the book by J.W. Dunne and the anthology by Knight re
lating to dreams mentioned in SOTWJ, and’hboe to read them eventually. . . .

II. Editorial Commentary on the above (vie had planned to include letters on other 
subjects thish, but will save them for future issues and instead pass on a few 
thoughts which occurred to us while typing the above letters; we hope these letters 
and commentary will induce some more of you to read the dream material in SOTWJ 
#62 and comment on it and the material in thish--in order for us to build some 
sort of quantitave picture, vie need a much better response than three out of 150 
(not counting FAPA’ns—vie hope a much higher percentage of them will respond):

To Tony: Yes, dreams—or rather, specifics of dreams—can be very personal. But 
we are interested more in generalities--in facts about dreams that are common to 

ha large number of persons (or the opposite--in exceptional qualities). We are not 
so much interested, i.e,, in the interpretation of dreams--how they relate to in
dividual experiences/character/personality—for this particular study, but we are 
■looking for information concerning dream aspects. (All this is probably not very 
clear...we probably said it better in SOTWJ #62—so go back and read that again.) 
(Of course, as we said in #62, we welcome narrations of any individual dream ex
periences, and find the vast majority of them most interesting.)

Generally, the dreams vie remember .best are those which vie have a little time 
to lie and think about after awakening but before getting uo (or falling back to 
sleep, as the case may be). We have only written one dream down (the Tibetian 
horror story), although we have captured several by retelling them shortly after 
they viere experienced. In a vast majority of cases, we remember only ’’snapshots" 
of dreams a long time after they have occurred—i.e., vie can dredge uo from our 
memory a full-color, complete-in-every-detail, "photo" of a scene from a dream— 
and from this "photo" work backwards and forewards various .'distances depending 
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upon the significance of that "photo" to the dream. Our memory "album" abounds 
with such photos—once in awhile we sit back and "flip" though it—each "photo" 
opening up linkages to other "photos"—and off we go! We can usually remember 
at least one scene from each of three or four dreams oer night—so you can see 
how crowded our "album" must be!

Except for our earliest dreams, we have no memory of ever having dreamt in 
anything but full, natural color. Our dreams are usually so realistic (or, even 
in the case of the most bizarre dreams, the scenario is so well laid-out/developed) 
that, while they are occurring, they are absolutely believable (which calls for 
full, natural color, a built-in set of memori.es/background, etc.); when they 
cease to be so, we become aware of them, and can intervene and change them to 
our liking. * .• .... .

Will have to save many of our comments for another issue, so will try to 
move along more rapidly so we have room for Ned and Ken. 7y# We’ve had one 
dream that was complete—i.e., with beginning, development, and conclusion. 
But all have "plot" for duration of dream-sequence (essential to be believed 
by the dreamer). ## Most of our dream people are known to us in the dream, 
but not outside of it (such a shame, considering the endowments of some of 
those dream ladies—the frustrating thing is, unless she’s someone we know 
in real life, vie can never remember her face after we wake up....). Our 
favorite "flying" dream consists of our flapping (our arms) up to the window 
of a classroom at Gettysburg College, and peering in at the class within (being 
taught by our former ornithology professor, George Grube); the expression on his 
face when he saw us is one of our most treasured dream-memories! One of the 
most unpleasant and frustrating dreams we have is the "working" dream—i.e., we 
spend (in experienced time--don’t know how long in actual time—a full day at 
work, actually doing everything (down to the finest details) we actually do («r 
did, when the dream covers an earlier job) in a busier-than-normal day's work; 
not only are vie unable to wake ourse.lv es up or influence these dreams in any 
way (illusion is too real, most likely), but we are as exhausted when we wake 
up as if we had actually done the work about which we just dreamed (not sur
prising, when we just did the work!). (Remind us to tell you about an experi
ment with altering the apparent passage of time for a given individual which 
we saw on the BBC some years back....)

Not only do we work in full detail,, but. we also have occasions when we do 
other things in similar detail (a bO-mile hike, over mountains and through briar 
patches and thick underbrush, e,g.)—even in our sleep we’re busy all the timej 
## Most memorable nightmare—we awoke from a deep sleep with a start as the 
door to our bedroom flew open, and in staggered our father, his face completely* 
green, making some of the most horrible gurgling noises we have ever heard— 
heading straight for us as we sat up in bed, trembling in utter terror/horr^r 
at the ghastly apparition before us.... 7/# Host chilling (after-the-fact) 
dream vias of the death of our aunt (who died the morning after our dream, in 
a manner strangely parallel to the dream in virtually every resoect—including 
time of dream (vie awoke immediately after the dream and noticed the tins) and 
time of death...o ## Oddest dream—sequence repeated in many dreams when we 
stop in the midst of something or other and stand and gape at the hundreds ef 
flying machines of all kinds and shapes (some would never fly!) passing overhead, 
## Most jolting dream (also recurs in various forms): speeding in a car up a 
hill, over the top—and there’s nothing on the other side (down, down....)! ;/#

Most embarrassing dream: too embarrassing to put into writing.... Two 
nights ago noticed with amusement •• example of trivial real-life event triggering’ 
dream. Went to church to see daughter take part in .special service; sat in* bal
cony; people in balcony stood for 1st hymn while those downstairs, (and we) re
mained seated (not being a regular attendee, we were not certain at the time that 
we were supposed to remain seated—vie found out later vie were correct—but at the 
time we were somewhat embarrassed). A few nights later, dreamt we were a soldier 
in a large field, and car went by playing crazy English music and carrying rather 
comical-looking Eng. General. Others in field stood, vie remained sitting. General 

memori.es/background
ourse.lv
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glared at us and stopped down the road a bit. We began to feel uneasy, and in
tervened in the dream to create a building, into which we hurriedly ducked. Went 
to other end and dashed uo stairs (going up and down stairs seems to feature pro
minently in recent dreams). Dropped wallet over edge of platform, went back down 
to retrieve it, then back up to other end of bldg. General entered building be
low. Turned, and was confronted by very pretty young lady, who asked if she 
could be of any help (or words to this effect); immediately fell in love with 
her—and was awakened. (We are immediately awakened nine times out of ten that 
we fall in love with our dream women. Question: do we wake up because we fall 
in love with them, or is the feeling of falling in love with them caused by the 
process of awakening?)

Have run out of space, so will quickly bring lettercol to a close. Sorry, 
Ned & Ken, but we didn’t get to you—nevertheless, what we said to Tony was pro
bably what we would have said to you.... ## Hard a very tough day yesterday 
mentally—which meant troubled sleep during night (mind keeps on working at fever 
pitch)—which in turn meant many, many dreams as we drifted in and out of sleep. 
## Remember, write us re your dream-experiences, (And remember, we are interest
ed in dream-content, rather than dream-meaning.)

THE AMATEUR PRESS: November '72 FAPA Mailing #lhl

^70 pp., 32 ’zines; one postmailing to #ll|0 (OF CABBAGES AND KINGS... 8/72 (8 
pp.;* Peggy Rae Pavlat)). Lost member: Deckinger; nevi members: Dave Locke, Bruce 
Robbins; 35> names on w.l. ’Zines, in Mailing: THE FANTASY AMATEUR 36:1 (Official
dom; 8 pp., mimeo; illos by Rotsler; official business); THE RAMBLING FAP #hl 
(11/72) (Gregg Calkins; 20 pp., incl. cover; mimeo; editorial chatter, mailing 
comments (hereafter called"m.c.’s”)); BURBLINGS A (11/72) (Charles Burbee; 2 pp.; 
editorial comments, m.c.’s; mimeo); FOOLSCAP #7 (John D. Berry; 10 pp., incl. 
cover; mimeo; editorial commentary); A BRIEF INDEX OF THE FANZINES PUBLISHED BY 
ME (Part II) (Terry Carr; h pp.; mimeo; 117 titles, footnotes, afterword); FAPA 
BOCK: THE MAILINGS (Bob Pavlat; 13 pp., incl. cover; listing of 1st h5 mailings; 
contents of FAPA Mailings 1-16); SYNAPSE, FAPA ihO (Jack Speer; 2li pp.; mimeo 
(as was Pavlat ’zine, above); m.c.’s; Bill Adams on his experiences in small E. 
Penna, -daily; Jack's trip to Fla. (report): on Civil War and other games); HCW 
TO SUE IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT IN ALBUQUERQUE (Jack Speer; h pp.; offset; 6" x 9");
THS SMALL CLAIMS COURT HAS A NEW JUDGE . . . (Jack Speer; h ppo; offset; 3j” x Sf” 
political campaign literature); CIVIL WAR (Jack Speer; Li-pg„, offset, 7” x 8jn 
rulebook; 11;" x 17jn tri-color map /gameboard; box of markers (wooden); 51 2" x3” 
“calendar" cards; flyer describing "State Troops" variation); OF CABBAGES AND 
KINGS (AND• BABY TURTLES), Fall ’72 (Peggy Rae Pavlat; 5 pp.; on her work for 
the Democratic National Committee on absentee ballots for the 11/72 election); 
PIONEER #9 (Paul Doerr; 18 pp.; mimeo; ICO/ oddments of information/facts/ooin- 
ions); TARGET: FAFA, OpCrif #li30 (Dick Eney; 3 PP<>> offset?; m.c.'s); DYNATRON 
#51 (11/72) (Roy Tackett; 6 pp.; mimeo; m.c.’s, filler item); DYNATRON ;v5D (9/72) 
(Roytac again; 12th annish; 3h pp. / cover (offset); Len Moffatt's Westercon XXV 
GoH speech; short fiction by Bob Vardeman; Japanese SF news, by Takumi Shibano; 
"E.E. Smith's Literary Offenses", by Mike Glyer; "The Arisian Connection", by 
Alexis Gilliland; Aljo Svoboda on his experiences in elevator fandom; lettercol); 
COGNATE #18 (Rosemary Hickey; 8 po. / cover; offset; editorial chatter; illo; 
letters; "A Neoreport", by Ed Smith (on ’72 DISCLAVE)); DAY BY DAY #h (Jerry La- 
pidus; 8 po.; mimeo; editorial chatter on this and that (especially the theatre)); 
FANTHOLCGY 7#61j (11/72) (Mike Domina & Terry Carr; 61 po. incl. covers; ditto; 
anthology of best-of-the-year selections from the fanzines of 1961; (incl. items 
by Bob Tucker, Ted White, Harry Warner, Sid Birchby, George Metzger, Emerson 
Duerr> Jan Sadler Samuels, Si Stricklen, Dick Lupoff, Carol Carr, Walter Breen, 
Grania Kaiman Davidson, & Len Moffatt)); PATELLA #1 (11/72) (Hank & Lesleigh 
Luttrell; 8 pp.; mimeo; edit-orial comments & m.c.’s by Hank; the same by Lesleigh) 
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QUEEBSHOT XX (Boyd Raeburn, Norm Clarke, Will Straw; b pp.; mimeo; three-cornered 
editorial chatter); BOBOLINGS, 11/72 (Bob Pavlat; 2 pp.; mimeo; about FAPA BOOK); 
THE PASSING PARADE #2 (11/72) (Milton F. Stevens; 20 pp. (mimeo) / cover (offset); 
LACON Report; brief reviews of a bunch of fanzines); DIFFERENT IV:1 (11/72) (Sam 
Moskowitz; 8 pp.; ’’The Pulp Market and What it Means to the New Authors”, by Leo 
Margulies (19hb talk); ”The GALAXY Policy”, by Ejler Jakobsson (1971 talk)); 
BALLAST 2:1 (Don & Maggie Thompson; 8 pp.; editorial commentary on numerous sub
jects); HORIZONS 3h:l (#132) (Harry Warner, Jr.; 2h pp.; detailed m.c.’s; on 
the death of his grandmother, researching local history, Hank Aaron’s & Willy 
Mays’ pursuit of Ruth’s home run record, nostalgia, etc.; on the Edgar Allan 
Martin affair (w/poem); ’’Hagerstown Journal”); RICHARD E. GEIS #3 (Richard E, 
Geis; ^6 pp. / cover; mimeo (as were the three preceding items); Geis’ day-by- 
day diary of his thoughts on various subjects, reviews of incoming books, fan
zines, etc., a story (’’Tomb it May Concern”, by A.L. Terego) which pops up here 
and there throughout the ’zine when Geis needs something to fill out a page 
(dates, covered thish: 21 Jul ’72 thru 12 Sep ’72; and the story vias editor- 
written)); FAPAzEEn #1 (Fall ’72) (Earl & Jan Evers; 16 pp0: ditto; m.c.’s 
by each ed., plus ’’general comments” page); IS #6 (Sept ’72) (Tom Collins;
8U ppo / covers; offset; a most handsome ’zine, with material by Isaac Asimov, 
Poul Anderson, Flieg Hollander & Jay Freeman, Grant Carrington, Thomas Parkinson, 
Carl Jacobi, E. Hoffman Price, Allan Y. Cohen & Frances Sakoian, John Harlea, 
’’Colin Salamander”, Carl Helbing, Robert E. Howard, Ewan MacColl, and innumerable 
artists); NASTR0ND #lb (11/72) (Dave Hulan; 18 pp.; ditto; short story and musical 
comedy^ both by Dave (the. latter based on ’’Alias Smith and Jones”));. THE F.A.PtAt 
PSYCHOTIC #1 (Richard E. Geis; 2 pp.; mimeo; m.c.’s); BETE NOIR #2h (Aut ’72) 
iRedd Boggs;;.8 pp.; mimeo; ’’fannish memoirs”; poem; reprint of. article from THE 
BAY AREA SOCIALIST: ’’Frodo Baggins: Establishment’Pig”; misc. short items); SOME 
STUFF FOR FAPA (John Bangsund; 77 pp.; mimeo?; consists- of the following Bangsund 
’zines, all bound together for this FAPA bundle: SCYTHROP:26 (Aut ’72; 23 pp. / 
covers); PHILOSOPHICAL GAS #12 (Jun '72; $ pp. / cover); PHILOSOPHICAL GAS#13 
(Jun ’72; 16 pp. / covers); BUNDALOHN QUARTERLY #3 (Aug ’72; 2 pp.); SCYTHROP 27 ..
(Spr. ’72; 20 pp. / 2 covers); contents—S-26: 'lettered, material by George 
Turner and Stanislav; Lem, reviews; PG-12: Bangsund on misc. subjects; PG-13: 
ANZAPA m.Ct’s, Bangsund on this and that, letters from Bruce Gillespie & Ursula 
LeGuin; BQ-3: FAPA m.c.’s; S-27: ANZAPA m.c.’s, Bangsund commentaiy, letters),

ijW#0verview#### — . ,
Whew! And we thought we’d be able to'have a page left-over by fitting eur 

quick summary of Mailing #hl on the space left on the preceding page....- - Now, 
this is more like it! Much more like the FAPA of old..... Highlights thish: 
FAPA BOOK, SYNAPSE, DYNATRON #$0, FANTHOLOGY .61}, DIFFERENT, HORIZONS, IS#6,-.' 
SOME STUFF FOR FAPA, and maybe RICHARD S. GEIS #3 and NASTR0ND #11} (only had; 
time to skim thru last two). Keep up the good work, FAPA-people! ## Only had 
room, above for quick summaries of some ’zines which deserved much more; will 
cover those ’zines which (from the colophons) would appear to be available out* 
side as well as within FAPA in later SOTWJ- (i,e., DYNATRON £0, FANTHOLOGY 61}, 
THE PASSING PARADE #2, .RICHARD S. GEIS #3, IS’#6, and some of the ’zines from 
SOME STUFF. FOR- FAPA).. And, if any of our readers would like more detailed .com
mentary on any of the other ‘zines listed above, let us know ASAP and we’ll try 
to oblige.

guickie Mailing-Comment (to Jack Speer, who responded to SOTWJ 7/I48 one mailing 
after those listed in SOTWJ #62) — Yes, the Fanzine Clearing House could very 
definitely .use any surplus fanzines you (or anyone else) has. (N’APA-’ zines are 
fine; in the bundles we send out, vie try to include samples of as many different 
types of fanzines as possible (newszines, clubzines, ’’genzines”, APA-Azines, etc,), 
along with a letter explaining fandom and fanzines.) ## I wanted a thematic ’zine 
for my sojurn in N’APA, and picked the legends, myths, etc. of Amerinds for my 
topic. Had a lot of fun with it ’til I had to drop out.... • More on pg, 2.
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General Data —
Issue Number Date Number of Pages Subject-Index Code

13 November, 1970 10 A, B, C, D, F
lb December, 1970 10 . A, B, C, ,D, E, F
1$ January, 1971 10 A, B, C, £, B, G
16 February, 1971 10 A, B, C, D, E
17 March, 1971 10 H
18 1st April, 1971 10 H

Subject Index (excludes changes-of-address) —
A. Magazinarama. (Prozine Contents) 

’AMAZING (3/71-lb:3)($/71-16:3)
ANALOG (1/71-13‘3)(2/71-lh:3)(3/71-1$:3)(b/71-16:3) 
FANTASTIC (2/71-13:3)(b/71-l$:3)
F&SF (1/71-13:3) (2/71-U.:3) (3/71-16:3) 
GALAX! (l/71-lh:3)(2/71-16:3)
IF (1-2/71-1$:3) 
MAG. OF HORROR (2/71-l$:3) 
VISION OF TOMORROW (9/70-13:3)

•(SOTWJ 13-16)
SOTWJ lb,16

13-16
13,1$
13,lb,16
lb,16
1$ 

' 1$
13

B. The Bookshelf. (New Releases) (SOTWJ 13-16)
Ace (l/71-lb:2)(2/?l-l$:2)(3/71-16:2) FPCI (12/7O-lb:2)(1$:2)
Ballantine (10/70,11/70-13:2)(lb:2) Walker & Co. (13:2)(16:2)
Belmont (b/71-13:2)($/?l-lb:2)(6/71-1$:2)(7/71-16:2) 
'British SFBClub (9,10,11/70-13:2)
Don Grant (1$:2)
Doubleday SFBook Club (W/71-13:2)(3/71-1$:2) (b/71-16:2)

C. The Steady Stream. (Books’& Fanzines Received) (SOTWJ 13-16)
1. Hardbound Books.

Ace (13;b)(l$:b) Doubleday (13:b,$)(lb:b)(l$:b,$)(16:b)
Alfred A. Knopf (lb:b) Simon & Schuster (16:b)
Ballantine (16:b) Walker & Co. (13:b)(lb:b,$)

2. Paperback Books.
Ace (l$:$,6)(16:b,$) Fawcett (13:$)
Belmont (13:$)(1$:$) Pocket Books (13:$)(lb:$)
Berkley (1$:$,6)(16:$,6) Simon & Schuster (lb:$)
Curtis Books (16:£) Wash. Square Press (lb:$)

3. Fanzines. (With short reviews)
“ALGOL (#16-1$: 7 ) PHANTASMICON' (#b-16; 7)

ASTARTE (#2-lb:$) PSYNAR (#17-13:6)
BEABOHEMA (#lb-16:6)
CURSE YOU, RED BARON’ (11:8-13:
DYNACENCE (#2-1$:7)
EMNELYON (#b-l$:7)
ERB-DOM (#bO-13:$,6)(#bl,#b2-l$:
FORUM INTERNATIONAL (#2-16:6) 
HYPERMODERN (#'s 6-12-16:6,7) 
LE SAC A CHARBON (#2b-13:6) 
THE LEGAL RULES (#3-1$:8) 
LOCUS (#70-1$:8)

• MAYBE (#9-lb:$)(#10-16:7) 
OLJETO (#l-lb;$,6) .

b.’ * ’Mi sc. Itimso
’••‘ARTS IN SOCIETY (Sum/Fall’69-16:8) 

HANNES BOK ILLUSTRATION INDEX (16:8)

QUARBER MERKUR (#20,#21,#23,#2b-16:7)
) "ZSCOTTISHE (#$6-lb:6)
SF COMMENTARY (#16-lb:6) (#17-1$:8)
SF REVTEN (#b0-13:6)

7,8) /SPECULATION (#27-lb:6)
STARLING (#16-lb:6)-(#17-16:8)
TOMORROW AND... *(#$-16:8)
WADEZINE (#7-lb:6)

.WOKL (#7,#8-lb:6)
YANDRO (#2OO,#2O1,#2O2,#2O3-1$:B,9)

(#20b-16:8)
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D. The Club Circuit. (News & Minutes) (SOTWJ 13,114,16)
ESFA (8/70,10/70,11/70-13:7-9)(12/70-1^x7)(1/71,2/71-16:9) 
NESFA (13:10) N3F (114:8,9)
WSFA (7/8/7O,h/9/7O,18/9/7O,6/ll/7O-13:9,lO)(20/11/70-111:7,8)

E. The Con Game & Mi sc. Convention News. (SOTWJ lli-16)
1971(ill:9,10),2/71(15:9),3&U/71(16:10) Miscellaneous (lb:10)
Announcement re cancellation of UNICON (15:9)

F. Misc. News Tidbits. . (SOTWJ 13-15)
(13:l)(lli:l)(15:l)

G. The Foreign Scene e (News, etc.) 
Aus tralia (15:10)

(SOTWJ 15)
Great Britain (15:10)

H. (SOTWJ 16,17) 
17:li 
17:7

Book Reviews. (Reviewer's name in parentheses after publisher) 
Anderson, Colin: Magellan (Walker & Co.) (James R. Newton) 
Anderson, Foul: Tau Zero (Doubleday) (Newton) 
Anderson, Poul; Dickson; Gordon; Ellison, Harlan; Herbert, Frank;

& Laumer, Keith: Five Fates (Doubleday) (Newton) 18:3.
Ball, Brian N.: Timepiece (Ballantine) (Ted Pauls) 17:9
Baum, Tom: Counterparts (Dial Press) (Newton) 17:8
Blish, James: Anywhen (Doubleday) (Newton) 17:5,6
Blish, James (ed.): Nebula Award Five (Doubleday) (Newton) 18:8,9
Bradbury, Ray: I Sing the Body Electric (Alfred A. Knopf) (Newton) 18:6 
Campbell, John. W. (ed.): Analog 7 (Belmont) (Pauls) 17:6,7
Capps, Carroll M.: -Secret of the Sunken World (Dell) (Dave Halter

man) . 17:10
Clement, Hal (ed.); First Flights to the Moon (Doubleday). (Newton) 17:9 
Cooper, Edmund: Sea Horse in the Sky (Putnam, Doubleday SFBC)(Pauls) 18:2,3 
de Camp, L.Sprague " (ed.): Warlocks and Warriors (Putnam)(Newton) 18:2 
Dick, Philip K.: The Preserving Machine (Ace, Doubleday SFBC)(yngvi) 17:7 
Hamilton, Edmund: Starwolf #3: World~of the Starwolves (Ace)(Halterman) 17i3,b 
Harrison, Harry: Che Step From Earth (Macmillan) (Newton) 18:h
Harrison, Harry (ed.): The Year 2000 (Doubleday SFBC) (Pauls) 18:6,7 
Harrison, Harry & Aldiss, Brian feds.): Best SF;1969 (Putnam) (Newton) 17:9,10 
Laumer, Keith: The World Shuffler (Putnam) (Newton) 18:9
MacApp, C.C.: Worlds of the Wall (Avon) (Halterman) 18:10
Mark, Ted: The Pussycat Transplant (Berkley) (Halterman) 18:8,9
Matheson, Richard: I Am Legend (Walker & Co.) (Newton) 18:7,8
Nolan, William F. (ed.): The ~Futurg Is Now (Sherboumne Press)(Newton) 18:5 
Norton, Andre: The Zero Stone (Ace) (Halterman) 
Panshin, Alexei: Masque World (Ace) (Robert Weston) 
Priest, Christopher: Indoctrinaire (Harper.& Row) (Newton) 
Roberts, Keith: The Inner Wheel (Doubleday) (Newton) .
Schmits, James F.: The Demon Breed (Ace; Doubleday SFBC) (yngvi) 
Sellings, Arthur: The Power of X (Berkley) (Pauls) 
Silverberg, Robert (ed: The Ends of Time (Hawthorne) (Newton) 
Smith, E.E., Ph.D.: Subspace Explorers (Ace) (Alexis Gilliland) 
Van Vogt, 
Weinbaum,

PhPD.: ; _____
A.E.: Quest for the Future (Ace) (Michael Shormaker) 

„ Stanley G.: The New Adam (Avon)•(Shoemaker)
Wollheim, Donald A. & Carr, Terry (eds8):

1965, 1966, 1967, 1968)Fiction (11 vols:
World's Best Science 
(Ace) (Newton)

18:3,11
18:9 
18:10 
17:2 
18:5 
17:2,3
17:3
17:h,5
17:8,9
18:11,5

17:10

Author Index —
*Ullliland, Alexis ... H — 17:h,5 Shoemaker, Michael .. H — 17<8>9;
Halterman, David .... H — 17:3,b,10; 18:3,h,8.-10 / 18:h,5
Newtnn, James R. . ..e H — 17:2-10; 18:2-10 Weston, Robert........... H — 18|9
Pauls, Ted.................... H — 17:2,3,6,7,9; 18:2,3,6,7 /yngvi .... H — 17t7|
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